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Abstract

Globalisation and an increasingly multi-disciplinary collaboration drive the need for ef-

ficient ways to collaborate within distant teams. Although existing computer-supported

cooperative work (CSCW) systems, such as collaborative video-conferencing and shared

desktops, are suitable for certain tasks, most of these systems have two major deficiencies.

First they support the situation of face to face meetings poorly. With a few exceptions,

they use a desktop metaphor and this metaphor loses many of the subtleties of interper-

sonal communication since this does not model or represent the spatial relationships of

the participants. Second, again because of the imposition of a desktop metaphor, many

systems deal badly with data sets and workspaces that are inherently 3D in nature. What

is missing is the ability to naturally gesture towards and manipulate the objects of discus-

sion, and to observe the body language of the collaborators in the spatial context that it

is responsive to. Thus, we lose subtle gestures such as gaze being drawn to an object of

common interest, or gaze being used by a speaker to indicate whom they want to speak

next as they finish speaking.

This article serves two purposes. Firstly, it outlines the requirements for a class of CSCW

tools that would focus on supporting closely coupled collaborative activity around shared
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objects. These requirements include the ability to refer to a common model of the shared

space through speech and gesture and for each person to be able to manipulate objects

within that space. Secondly, this article describes the current state of the art in collab-

orative technologies with a critique of how well they support the required collaborative

activities. These technologies span the range from audio conferencing through to spa-

tially immersive (CAVETM-like) displays (SID). Essentially the article suggests that as of

today only through collaborative virtual environment (CVE) based on SIDs are we close

to being able to achieve the seamless collaboration that exists in a face to face meeting.

1 Introduction

The need for greater efficiency within and between both research and industrial teams

leads many organisations to deploy one or more computer-supported collaborative work

(CSCW) tools, such as groupware or video-conferencing. Supporting collaboration, how-

ever, is very complex. A group of people may need to interact in a number of ways. Ellis

et al. (42) categorised group interactions according to a time/location matrix, illustrated

in Figure 1. Within this matrix, a distinction is made between same time (synchronous)

and different times (asynchronous), and between same place (face-to-face) and different

places (distributed). The taxonomy reflects the diversity of closeness of coupling and

of geographical spread within teamwork. This article particularly focuses on distributed

synchronous teamwork.

Figure 1: Group interaction time/location matrix by Ellis et al. (42).
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Tele-collaboration technologies have greatly reduced the need for co-located team meet-

ings. Many teamwork tasks, however, rely on spatially oriented interactions around shared

physical artefacts. Although some technologies, such as video-conferencing, can commu-

nicate the existence of gesture, posture and facial expression, they do not accurately reflect

the potential target of the action or the relationship of the target to the viewer. For exam-

ple, someone may gesture to a target that is off screen, as such systems do not usually

integrate shared data within the collaborative space. Other systems, such as AccessGrid

(AccessGrid), combine video streaming of participants with shared data applications, but

people and data are separated and it is impossible to reference them without reverting to

a shared cursor, thus losing some of the naturalness of the conversation.

Many issues have been studied extensively in the CSCW domain (58; 89; 103; 141). Re-

search interests within this domain concern multi-user interfaces, concurrency control,

shared information space and the support of a heterogeneous, open environment which

integrates existing single-user applications. The primary key issues of CSCW are com-

munication and coordination within the group, and group awareness (125). A persistent

and important problem when collaborating over a distance is the delay or interruption

within collaborative sessions (41; 64; 106). Recent work has additionally indicated sig-

nificant deficiencies and problems in supporting social awareness between collaborators

(23; 110; 116; 126; 136).

This article reviews work related to close collaboration over a distance in the scope of

shared object manipulation. Current technologies are reviewed and compared with respect

to their support offered for the two key factors of close collaboration: synchronous object

sharing and the communication of references. In the following section we describe the

requirements for closely coupled collaboration. In Section 3, we review the technologies

that support such collaborations, which is followed by a discussion and the conclusion of

the article.
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2 Closely Coupled Collaboration around Shared Object

Interaction

Much of collaborative work is based on conversational tasks or simple transactions of

data, while others may require complex interaction between the team member and shared

data. Some tasks may even explicitly require the team to tightly interact with shared

physical artefacts. Often, it is not only necessary for the team to work closely around the

objects, but also to communicate efficiently which object attribute is under discussion.

The task may require object attributes to be explored through shared manipulations in

real-time. It may take several iterations of manipulations and discussions to reach a com-

mon objective opinion. Throughout this process it is often necessary for the participants

to build trust, to see nuances of how people react to changes due to the manipulation, to ef-

ficiently communicate their own opinion and to collaboratively interact with objects until

agreement is found. In order to satisfy such needs for a distributed team, it seems reason-

able that tele-collaboration technology should convey attention, interaction and emotion

with reference to others, shared objects and the environment.

Whilst CSCW deals with collaboration in general, where key issues are communication,

coordination and group awareness; this article focuses particularly on the situation of

close collaboration around shared objects between team members at remote locations,

where these key issues map to communication of references, coordination of shared object

manipulation and a feeling of co-presence.

2.1 Communication of References

A large part of communication between humans occurs verbally, but in a co-located sce-

nario, facial expressions, gaze, pointing, posture, gestures, and physical distance to oth-

ers provide additional communication channels (119). Furthermore, shared objects and

the environment around the participants can be used for communication. When collab-

orating, individuals rely on the gathering, incorporation and utilisation of environmental
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information to help them combine their unique knowledge and achieve their goals (126).

Observational studies in the design sector found that thinking often depends upon and

exploits physical artefacts (24; 77). People use objects to inspire, explain, demonstrate

or evaluate. These objects may be handled directly or simply referred to through verbal

and non-verbal means. Gergle et al. (54) present an empirical study that demonstrates

how action replaces explicit verbal communication in a shared visual workspace. They

found the communication of references to be essential for finding common ground when

working with objects.

Communication may occur between two peers or in one-to-many or many-to-many re-

lations (100). Instruction, for example, is primarily a one-to-many communication with

real-time feedback. An instructor needs to communicate concepts and respond to ques-

tions and feedback while doing so, whereas the students consciously or unconsciously

indicate their level of awareness or understanding. Democratic decision making in a

boardroom meeting, on the other hand, occurs through many-to-many communication,

where each of the participants must be able to demonstrate strength of opinion to all other

participants. The most intense communication often occurs between two individuals.

Many collaborations will combine these relations across the duration of the collaboration

process.

2.2 Shared Object Manipulation

Shared object manipulation is the simultaneous action of modifying an object through its

attributes, such as position or colour. Margery et al. (81) categorised cooperative tasks

within virtual environments into three levels: users perceiving and communicating with

each other within a shared environment; individual manipulations of the contents of a

scene; and simultaneous manipulations on a shared object. Considering the timing of

interactions, one can identify two classes of shared object manipulation: sequential and

concurrent manipulation. Sequential manipulation occurs when attributes are modified in

sequence, whereas concurrent manipulation occurs when attributes are modified simulta-
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neously. Ruddle et al. (105) and Roberts et al. (101) distinguish further between scenarios

where simultaneous actions are independent and co-dependent. Independent actions are

those where distinct object attributes are modified. Co-dependent actions are modifica-

tions of the same object attribute. An example of independent action is when two people

are together painting an object where one person controls the position attribute by hold-

ing the material in place, while another controls the colour attribute by painting it. An

example of concurrent manipulation is the joint lifting of heavy object where the position

attribute is dependent on both participants’ actions.

To coordinate shared manipulation of common objects, it is essential to get a feedback of

the effects of interactions with the objects, as well as of the actions and intentions of other

participants. In many cases, a visual feedback that reflects the modification and can be

perceived by all participants is sufficient as a response to an action. An aural feedback is

often supportive, as it relaxes the requirement for visually focusing on the area of action

(140). Recent studies, have shown that haptic (force) feedback significantly improves

task performance and feeling of co-presence of the participants during shared object ma-

nipulation in virtual environments (12; 108). Shared object manipulation puts also high

requirements on real-time response and consistency on the mediating tele-collaboration

system.

2.3 Shared Context

Sharing the manipulation of objects requires a level of proximity between collaborators

and objects within a shared workspace. Often, a level of mobility within the workspace is

necessary in order to manipulate objects, or to reference towards attributes in a cluttered

scene, in particular when working around large objects. In CSCW this is often echoed

in the discussions of sharing of "place", rather than space, to emphasise in particular the

sharing of context (94).

In CSCW, it has long been recognised that an awareness of the action of other participants

is a fundamental feature in supporting cooperative work (38; 59; 104; 125). A commonly
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applied model for formalising awareness between objects and people is the spatial model

using focus and nimbus (13; 104). Focus refers to the perception of actions and intentions

of other people, as well as objects and the environment. In contrast, nimbus refers to

the effect oneself has towards others through communication and articulation of actions,

intentions or opinions, as well as the effects on objects or the environment. Thus, within

scenarios of close collaboration around shared objects, awareness is supported by sharing

both social context between collaborators, and spatial context between collaborators and

the shared objects and environment.

Literature in the field of tele-collaboration often mentions the notion of presence and co-

presence (111; 147). Although clear definitions and metrics for presence and co-presence

have not yet been found (115; 128; 48), the term co-presence is often used to refer to the

extent to which people have a feeling of “being there with them together” and that the

interface becomes transparent, rather than their interaction being mediated by a computer

interface (122). In this article, co-presence is seen as the perception of spatial and social

togetherness between remote people when collaborating around shared objects.

2.4 Challenges

In order to satisfy the above needs of closely coupled collaboration around shared objects,

tele-collaboration technology must convey interaction, attention and awareness with ref-

erence to others, shared objects and the environment. State of the art technologies should

further offer a way of synchronously manipulating shared objects, as well as communi-

cating references towards object attributes. The ultimate goal is to bring people together

and to allow close collaboration as natural as in a co-located meeting.

2.4.1 Togetherness

When manipulating objects together, such as moving a large table, objects are synchro-

nously shared. These objects must be both perceivable and reachable for all collaborators
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at the same time. This requires a level of spatial proximity within the environment be-

tween the participants and the manipulated object in a way that either collaborators are

brought close to the objects or vice versa. Benford et al. (14) characterised shared-space

systems in terms of the degree of spatiality, as it indicates the level of detail of mutual

referencing between remote people. Additionally, the requirement for natural commu-

nication of referencing and pointing towards object attributes, implies a level of freedom

and mobility, and thus the ability to move around objects and access them from any angle.

Furthermore, efficient collaboration relies upon the two collaborators having compatible

mental models of the task. The richness and utility of this model will be limited by the

communication medium. Togetherness can be assessed on the extent of which success-

ful exploitation of both social context (collaborator to collaborator) and spatial context

(collaborators to objects and environment) can be achieved.

2.4.2 Naturalness

Naturalness of interactions is likely to increase performance, because people do not need

to compensate for the technology, allowing the users to concentrate more on the task,

not the interface. In some cases, specific interactions with objects and between team

members may be enhanced through abstract interaction techniques or may be guided by

pre-defined work-flows. On the other hand, mediating every-day groupwork tasks through

tele-collaboration technology is likely to be more efficient when the task can be performed

as natural and intuitively as in a co-located scenario. Poston and Serra (95) illustrate how

natural referencing is intuitively preferred:

“In the abstract, a mouse cursor seems far better than a finger, pointing more

precisely at a point in the monitor screen. In practice, every screen has fin-

germarks.” (95, p 39)
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3 Tele-collaboration Technologies

Many technologies have been established to support distant teamwork. To gain a bet-

ter overview of the field, this section will provide an introductory review of current

tele-collaboration technologies within the scope of closely coupled collaboration around

shared objects. This survey does not intend to cover all the types of technologies in detail.

The aim is to estimate to what extent the various technologies actually support closely

coupled collaboration of a distributed group cooperating through shared objects. Partic-

ular interest is put towards the clarification of the extent to which shared, natural object

manipulation is supported; to what extent natural non-verbal communication is supported;

and finally, to what extent the sharing of spatial and social context can be perceived.

3.1 Audio-conferencing

The telephone is the most ubiquitous tool for communication today. Audio-conferencing

technologies (2) span both fixed and mobile telephony services and Internet-based audio

tools. Figure 2 a) illustrates an example scenario. Audio-only media are known to show

limitations in supporting essential social cues (82; 118). As illustrated in Figure 2 b), peo-

ple cannot see each other, and thus, interactions and social awareness are limited to what

can be communicated verbally. Gestures and other non-verbal cues, such as posture, facial

expressions and proxemics, are not transmitted. Conversations are difficult without estab-

lished or agreed mechanisms for managing turn-talking. Additionally, audio-conferencing

does not offer direct sharing of anything, but the audio properties of objects. ‘Sharing’

occurs only mentally through verbal discussion of the object properties. Therefore, the

shared manipulation of objects, other than abstract ideas, is not supported. Although, the

participants are aware of each other, the feeling of being together is very low.
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Figure 2: Tele-collaboration through audio-conferencing.

(a) Two participants in an audio-conference.

Mentally shared object

Collaborator A Collaborator B

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

3.2 Groupware

With the term groupware (42) we refer to window-based collaborative applications used

on desktop computers. Groupware commonly provides a form of shared 2D desktop ac-

cessible for a group of people over a network. Conversational interaction is supported

via text messages and sometimes live audio channels. Examples include application soft-

ware, such as BSCW (137), JASMINE (37; 107), as illustrated in Figure 3 a), or Meeting

Central (145).

The primary advantage over phone-conferencing is that groupware allows the sharing

of objects. This is achieved through methods such as shared document handling and

transactions or shared whiteboards. The concept of collaborating through groupware is

illustrated in Figure 3 b).

Two primary problems have been identified: Firstly, groupware appears to commonly

force the user’s work into a "work-flow" (1) scheme. This is useful for guidance and

coordination based on specific processes. However, it does not allow informal interac-

tions or object manipulations that may be necessary to react to irregular actions within

the team (4; 83). Most systems allow only asynchronous manipulations, which are often

unnatural interactions through the desktop interface. Synchronous object manipulation is

rarely supported. Secondly, users of groupware have noted limitations in perceiving an
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Figure 3: Tele-collaboration through groupware.

(a) The JASMINE multimedia tele-
collaboration system (Oliveira et al.,
2003).

Collaborator A Collaborator B

Object in shared desktop

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

awareness of the actions of others (18; 104; 110). While collaborating through group-

ware, actions of the participants can be tracked in change-logs or visualised in real-time

with a shared cursor on the shared desktop. A limitation of groupware, however, is that

communication of non-verbal cues is not well supported. Although some methods exist

to capture a set of gesturing in shared desktops (43; 84), many studies and evaluations

have shown limitations in a natural communication between remote people.

In summary, when collaborating through groupware systems, the feeling of working to-

gether is often low and natural communication, as well as natural object manipulations

are very limited. Recent developments attempt to provide an understanding of awareness

requirements within groupware systems (59), as well as add features for better communi-

cating awareness, through gaze for example (139).

3.3 Video-conferencing

Video-conferencing allows multiple remote people to participate in a tele-conference by

exchanging live audio and video data between remote sites (68; 88). Nowadays, many in-

stant messaging software integrates audio and video transmission features free of charge.

Together with low-cost web-cameras, tele-conferences can be set up quickly on any desk-

top computer in an office. A popular video-conferencing in the scientific area is Access-
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Grid (AccessGrid), illustrated in Figure 4 a). The sharing of data and objects may be

provided by merging groupware tools with video-conferencing technology (27; 53). The

shared data is commonly displayed along with the video of remote collaborators in adja-

cent windows on one display. Additionally, physical objects may be located on one side,

so that remote people may observe through video how a collaborator naturally demon-

strates or references attributes of the actual object. Figure 4 b) illustrates this concept.

Figure 4: Tele-collaboration through video-conferencing.

(a) Typical AccessGrid session.

Window into other place

Collaborator A Collaborator B

video

real object

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

The transmission of video signals enables face-to-face conversations between partici-

pants. Non-verbal cues, such as gesturing, can be transmitted via video, as long it is

in the viewing field of the camera. This feature showed clear improvement over audio-

only conferencing for acquiring common ground and trust (67; 72). Gaver (51), however,

notes that the shared place in video-conferencing is significantly different than that from

actual face-to-face meetings. The feeling of co-presence is low in that collaborators do not

spatially share a space. Video-conferencing technology can be described as a ‘window’

into remote places occupied by other group members. Another problem often experienced

is turn-taking in conversations. This is known already from audio-conferencing and often

caused by delays in the transmission (106). As remote collaborators are often arranged

on a single screen, the lack of gaze contributes to this problem (47).

Furthermore, when compared to face-to-face meetings, many users have found difficulties

in noticing peripheral cues, pointing towards things or manipulating real-world objects
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(67; 75; 76). The support for natural pointing or referencing of object details through

non-verbal communication is limited, and is often only possible by holding objects into

the camera. Efforts have been made to set up several cameras pointing at workspaces

and artifacts forming so-called media-spaces (50). However, conventional video does not

offer depth perception through stereo-vision and few cameras capture a high enough level

of detail over a wide enough field of view to support a broad range of possible depth cues

over a wide space. Cameras are mostly fixed in position and orientation and, thus, only

offer limited range of exploration and mobility within the workspace (143).

Recent development efforts in the field of video-conferencing try to increase the support

of gesturing, for example by drawing gestures on tablet PCs (91), and gaze, for example

through additional interfaces, such as head-mounted cameras with eye-tracker and scene

oriented video (47) or separate cameras and windows per collaborator (113). One can

also see a trend focusing toward 3D, as for example AGJuggler (56), a toolkit on top of

AccessGrid, in which spatial information about participants is considered. A promising

approach are semi-immersive tele-conferencing systems such as the “Office of the Future”

by Raskar et al. (97) and variations (10; 34; 71; 127; 144), in which video is captured from

various angles and integrated into a graphical three-dimensional environment.

3.4 Tele-presence

A related technology to video-conferencing is tele-operation, or tele-presence. The aim

of tele-presence is to ‘teleport’ a person to a remote place, rather than providing a fixed

‘window’ as in conventional video-conferencing (31; 66). Sheridan (114) describes tele-

presence as a “sense of being physically present with virtual objects at the remote tele-

operator site.” Tele-presence was initially developed for application areas, such as haz-

ardous exploration or remote inspection and operation, for example (3). Some develop-

ments concentrate on the support for human communication and interaction, and thus

are suitable for remote collaboration. This is often achieved through a mobile platform

with bi-directional audio and video support, as a tele-embodiment of the remote opera-
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tor (69; 93), as illustrated in Figure 5 a). This is achieved by merging video-conferencing

technology with tele-robotics, so that a local machine acts on behalf of the remote control-

ling person (146). One could describe this as a mobile ‘window with hands’. Figure 5 b)

shows a sketch of the concept of how the space and objects are shared.

Figure 5: Tele-collaboration through tele-presence.

(a) Tele-presence using
PRoP (Paulos and Canny,
2001)

Collaborator B

Teleport into other place

Collaborator A

video real object

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

Along with verbal communication via audio channels, non-verbal communication in form

of gestures or gaze, may be realised through either video or controlled movements of

parts of the robot (76). However, although a spatial context may be shared through tele-

operation technology, and thus peripheral interaction with shared objects is given, the the

level of sharing the manipulation of artifacts offered to the remote operator is limited and

depend on the features of the robot.

In summary, the social separation, and thus co-presence, is lower than the previous tech-

nologies in respect to a spatial context. However, the naturalness of interaction with the

remote participants is limited by the human realism of the robot. Apart from using robots

to represent a remote human, other approaches make use of actuated environments to

create a level of ambient presence and informal awareness about remote people through

physical, “smart” objects integrated within the local workspace (17; 52; 96; 134).
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3.5 Collaborative Mixed Reality

Milgram and Fumio (85) use the term “Mixed Reality” (MR) to refer to a large class of

display technologies that span a continuum between completely real and completely vir-

tual. A completely real environment solely consists of real objects that may be perceived

either directly or through a window or (video) display. In contrast, a completely virtual

environment consists solely consists of synthetic objects, such as computer graphics. A

MR environment in which real and virtual objects may be perceived lies somewhere in

between these extremes, for example (14; 29). The following sections will look closer at

augmented and virtual reality.

3.5.1 Distributed Collaborative Augmented Reality

Augmented reality (AR), aims to enhance the real world with virtual objects (8; 86). A

user of AR usually wears a see-through head-mounted display (HMD) perceiving syn-

thetic 3D objects overlaid on the surrounding real environment. In conjunction with mo-

tion tracking interfaces, this technology allows natural interactions with synthetic objects.

A group of co-located people may share a set of projected virtual objects in a common

place and manipulate them together (26; 109).

Collaboration between remote people is commonly enabled through additional video-

conferencing technology (11; 20). The advantage of using AR technology is that remote

collaborators and shared objects can be integrated into the actual workplace, and thus the

remote is merged with the local workplace, as illustrated in Figures 6 a) and b). A stronger

effect of co-presence can be achieved. However, limits in supporting non-verbal commu-

nication are inherited from videoconferencing, if not captured otherwise by a tracking

system.
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Figure 6: Tele-collaboration through augmented reality.

(a) Remote participants projected into local
workspace (Billinghurst and Kato, 2002).

Synthetic objects in local workplace

Collaborator BCollaborator A

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

3.5.2 Collaborative Desktop-based Virtual Reality

Virtual reality (VR) can be defined as a set of interfaces providing the sensory expe-

rience, which immerses the user in a completely synthetic environment (85). Such a

"virtual" environment usually consists of computer generated geometric objects or other

media, such as documents or video, inhabiting a three-dimensional space and may pro-

vide spatial sound or haptic (touch) feedback. Distributed VR system endpoints may

be inter-connected with a collaborative virtual environment (CVE) software system and

audio-conferencing tools. CVE systems allow a number of remote people to share the

context of the virtual environment and to interact with each other and the inhabiting ob-

jects (15; 35; 120). Well documented CVE systems include: DIVE (33; 46; 45), NPSNET

(80) and MASSIVE (57).

The difference to groupware and video-conferencing systems is that CVE systems offer

"space-based presence", as they bring remote people together into a spatial proximity

(21; 44). Typically, a human-like synthetic character (avatar) represents each remote

participant within a CVE (16), as illustrated in Figure 7 a). This is seen to create a feeling

of presence (39; 60; 124). Figure 7 b) shows the concept of collaborating through desktop

CVE systems.

Many users of CVE systems who interact through desktop interfaces, however, still ex-
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Figure 7: Tele-collaboration through desktop virtual reality.

(a) The Virtual Gazebo (Roberts, 2003) on a
desktop system.

Collaborator A

Window into synthetic shared world

Collaborator B

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

perienced limitations in the support of non-verbal communication due to the limited field

of view and the lack of natural avatar representation, as well as the lack of naturalness of

object interactions (102; 129). Hindmarsh et al. (65) linked this to the fragmentation of

activity caused by the low field of view offered by desktop interfaces and difficulties in

communicating referencing towards objects.

3.5.3 Collaborative Immersive Virtual Reality

In the VR field, there exist two primary classes of immersive displays: head mounded dis-

play (HMD) and spatially immersive display (SID). In contrast to desktop display systems

and large flat or curved screens that may display three-dimensional graphics based on a

user’s tracked viewpoint, immersive displays provide a surrounding imagery of a virtual

environment. The difference is that users are inside, rather than in front of the 3D environ-

ment (74). Body movement, often just head and dominant hand, is continuously tracked,

allowing both conscious and subconscious non-verbal communication to be captured and

mapped onto the tracked person’s avatar. Figure 8 a) shows an example of a local user

(left) collaborating with a remote participant (avatar on the right), while b) illustrates the

concept of sharing space and objects using collaborative immersive VR technology.

Traditionally, HMDs have offered a low field of view that has been associated with motion
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Figure 8: Tele-collaboration through immersive virtual reality.

(a) The Virtual Gazebo (Roberts, 2003) in a
SID.

Collaborator A Collaborator B

Immersed in synthetic shared world

(b) Concept of sharing space and data.

sickness (6; 70), and reduction in the feeling of presence (63). This is likely to impact

on observing and following the awareness, attention and actions in the periphery of view.

The other class of immersive displays are those that spatially surround the user with fixed

screens, rather than following the head movement. The most common form of SID is

based on the CAVETM(36) principle.

It has been shown that within a tracked, stereo, real-time environment, a user’s ability

to comprehend large-scale data is substantially improved (92; 135; 138). Several stud-

ies have investigated the effect of linking various combinations of display systems for

collaboration. Leigh et al. (79) present an overview of collaboration in immersive tele-

collaboration (tele-immersion) applications. Many of these applications have had a sig-

nificant impact on their respective fields and provided effective collaboration. In a study

by Mortensen et al. (87), where a pair of remote participants was required to negotiate

the task of handling a stretcher object together and moving a few meters into a building,

it was found that co-presence was significantly and positively correlated with task per-

formance. Heldal et al. (63) showed in a comparative study that SID devices seem to

support object-focused interaction in a very efficient manner. Very few disturbances of

the form as reported by Hindmarsh et al. (65) were seen. Another study by Heldal et al.

(61, 62) the authors investigated the effect of display type on collaboration through com-

binations of SID, HMD and desktop systems, and compared this to a face-to-face setting.
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The primary finding was that immersed users felt more present and were more effective

than non-immersed users, as well as that asymmetric settings can lower these benefits.

In related studies (7; 121; 132), based on a similar experimental task, it has been found

that immersed users naturally adopted dominant roles versus desktop users. Steed et al.

(133) conducted a study, in which subjects collaborated over an extended period of time

through cubic surround screens. The authors found that subjects collaborated intuitively

and the networked environment lent itself particularly well to highly spatial and highly

interactive tasks. Roberts et al. (101) have demonstrated an increased task performance

within closely coupled collaborative tasks when interacting through a SID device. The

natural interaction has enabled novice users to adapt their task performance of that expert

users within just three test runs.

4 Discussion

The previous section has reviewed a number of tele-collaboration technologies. All have

shown advantages and disadvantages in regard to supporting close interaction. The fea-

tures reached by means from simply ‘connecting remote people’, over ‘projecting people

into remote sites’, up to ‘placing people into a common virtual space’. As documented in

the sections above, failures and limits of these technologies for supporting distant work

have long been noted. Many studies have shown limitations in supporting highly interac-

tive tasks in a natural manner. A common critique of users is the lack of social and situa-

tional awareness within the collaborating team. Two primary problems can be identified:

a spatial separation between team and data when sharing the manipulation of objects;

and limitations in communicating mediating non-verbal communication. An overview

of the extent of supporting closely coupled collaboration that may be achieved using the

reviewed technologies is summarised in Table 1.

Conventional video-conferencing is commonly found to naturally support aspects of face-

to-face communication, as it communicates a high fidelity and highly faithful image of
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Table 1: Extent of supporting closely coupled collaboration through tele-collaboration
technologies.

Technology Shared
Object Ma-
nipulation

Communi-
cation of

references

Shared
spatial
context

Shared
social

context

Mobility
within the

shared
space

Audio-
conferencing

not
supported

not
supported

separated separated not
supported

Groupware unnatural unnatural separated separated not
supported

Video-
conferencing

unnatural natural separated partially
shared

limited

Tele-presence unnatural unnatural fully shared partially
shared

unlimited

Augmented
Reality

natural natural partially
shared

partially
shared

unlimited

Desktop-
based
CVE

unnatural unnatural fully shared partially
shared

unlimited

Immersive
CVE

natural natural fully shared partially
shared

unlimited

the face. However, these systems show limitations in close collaboration around shared

objects, in that they suffer from a spatial separation between collaborators and shared ob-

jects, and they restrict movement within the space. Collaborative virtual environments

bring shared objects and remote people together into a spatial and social proximity by

means of VR interfaces. This can increase closeness and naturalness within interactions,

and thus allows better communicating awareness, attention and interaction in an uncon-

strained space. In the presented review of related work, it has been shown that linking im-

mersive VR interfaces enables the communication of important cues such as referencing,

gestures or proxemics. Leigh et al. (78) note that, relative to other tele-collaborative tech-

nologies, such as groupware and video-conferencing, using immersive VR technology

for remote collaboration is found to provide the closest emulation of physical co-location

possible. Very strong scientific evidence supports this view that VR works (induces pres-

ence), because it triggers exactly the same perceptive mechanisms as reality (123, p. 26).
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The primary advantage of using SID systems is that the user is aware of his own body

movement in relation to the environment through the linked senses of vision, propriocep-

tion (the feeling of one’s body state), and sometimes haptics (force feedback) implying

self-haptics, which matches proprioception. While users of desktop or HMD interfaces

see only a virtual body (if represented at all), users of SID interfaces feel and see their

own body. Hence, linking of vision and proprioception is not affected by technology, as

it is in other display types (5; 30; 63). Additionally, spatially surrounding the users in

data, not only improves the sense of immersion, but enables the use of both their focal

(or central) vision and their peripheral vision. The wide field of view encourages natu-

ral head and body movement for both focused and general observation. This allows for

a better understanding of the three-dimensional structure of the dataset, as well as the

spatial scale of features within it. Further, natural body movement may be used to walk

around an object, move the body and head to examine it from every angle, manipulate it

with the hand and interact naturally with remote users. A significant characteristic is that

subconscious gestures, such as gaze or gesturing with the hand during conversations, are

also communicated between distributed team members (99).

Nevertheless, a particular technology may not necessarily be the best choice for all types

of applications. A study by Axelsson et al. (7), for example, showed in a collabora-

tive molecular visualisation task that, although the perceived co-presence was higher and

communication found to be slightly more natural within a SID, collaboration between the

pairs was found to be higher when using desktop display systems. Bowman et al. (22)

found that HMD may be better suited than SID systems in applications involving naviga-

tion through enclosed spaces and frequent turning, as the direct mapping of surrounding

imagery head movements detected by head tracking increases efficiency and spatial ori-

entation to users. Steed and Parker (130) found that performance on selection tasks is

much better on a SID than a HMD, while manipulation tasks show only little differences

between the two immersive display technologies. Brooks noted in his review of the state

of the art in virtual environments, an important task in the field of VR is “choosing which

display best fits each application” (28, p 27).
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5 Conclusion

Remote collaboration and distant teamwork have become a strategic factor for many or-

ganisations. Supporting social awareness about the actions of others within closely cou-

pled collaboration is an important feature that many tele-collaboration technologies miss.

Conventional technologies lack effective support for close collaboration around shared

objects between remote people. The essential requirements of close collaboration, shared

object manipulation and natural communication of references, are often limited or not

supported.

The overview we have presented suggests that linked immersive display technology will

be of great benefit to spatially unconstrained tele-collaboration, especially where users

collaborate around shared information artefacts. Immersive display devices place a user

in a spatial and social context allowing natural first person observations of remote users

while interacting with objects. This is shown to improve human communication and

the collaborative work within such an environment. It has been shown that, especially

in spatially immersive surround screen displays (SID), the remote users increase their

feeling of co-presence and team performance, compared to those of HMD and desktop

displays.

Much research has been done in the sector of remote collaboration through SID interfaces.

Many have recognised the advantages of using this technology. There are, however, still

issues that need to be addressed. The four most significant challenges that remain for in

future systems are (1) supporting consistent synchronous object manipulations between

remote sites; (2) the feeling of touch when interacting with virtual objects; (3) a more re-

alistic representation of human embodiments; and (4) integrating tele-collaboration tech-

nology into workplaces.

Early research (25) has shown that concurrent remote interaction with a shared object

was not possible with CVE technology in 1995, as sharing the manipulation of objects

over a distance put high requirements on the underlying software platform maintaining
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responsive interaction and a consistent shared state. Clearly, consistency control affects

the responsiveness, as well as throughput in terms of fidelity, of a distributed interactive

system. This problem is well known as the "consistency-throughput trade-off" (19; 120).

Hence, the ultimate goal is to find a sufficient balance between throughput and consistency

above user requirements. A study of the characteristics of supporting shared object ma-

nipulation and communication of references (142) have shown how immersion increases

the processing load for the underlying software platform. Shirmohammadi and Georganas

(117) present an architecture that allows timely-reliable communication of vital key mes-

sages within the interaction stream while supporting tightly-coupled collaborative tasks.

Task-oriented consistency control (98) may help to better balance the requirements of

both responsiveness and consistency based on situational requirements.

The sense of touch obviously plays a unique and important role in human interaction.

Many people complain about the lack of feeling weight or other forms of force feed-

back when manipulating objects in virtual environments. It further appears that touching

and manipulating objects in virtual environments increases the general sense of presence

(12; 40). Kim et al. (73) successfully demonstrate a handshake with force feedback over

a network connection across the Atlantic. A related study (90) documents the techni-

cal challenges related to supporting responsive interaction with haptic devices and noted

performance issues when implementing force feedback in a conventional CVE system.

Seelig et al. (112) have shown how some of these issues may be overcome by using dedi-

cated resources for haptic rendering and the virtual environment.

Steed et al. (131) suggest that much more of the subtle non-verbal behaviour of users

needs to be captured or simulated in order to have collaborative interactions that are more

similar to those in the real world. Most of the current immersive tele-collaboration sys-

tems represent the participants as a computer generated character (avatar) within the vir-

tual environment, as it is difficult to map live video of a participant into a dynamic 3D

environment. Increasing the realism in representing synthetic humans is found to have

an impact on proxemics, and thus the way how people deal with avatars (9; 122). Artic-

ulated human-like figures have proven well in representing the actions of remote people
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(32). Additionally, facial impressions or eye gaze may be represented through an avatar

to increase realism, which is found to impact on the user’s impression (49).

In the next few years we expect that advances in real-time computer vision capture sys-

tems will rapidly remove the problem of realistic representations. Video avatars can pro-

vide high level of detail and realism to faithfully reflect actions and emotions of partici-

pants and their interactions with objects. The required mobility and accuracy when ma-

nipulating objects, however, makes it difficult to capture live video of collaborators and

mapping this into a dynamic 3D environment in real-time without disturbing the interac-

tion itself. Using multiple cameras, as for example the Blue-C (127), behind a switching

semi-transparent screen of an immersive display in a way so that the interacting user is

captured from various angles. Besides the advantages, current SID systems are expen-

sive, large and time-consuming to set up. Future systems eventually have to be cheap

and deployable in the office environment. Examples of pioneering research in this area

are the “Office of the Future” system (97) or the TelePort system (55) that make use of

full-wall display surfaces, "merging" of real and virtual environments, viewer tracking,

and real-time compositing of live video with synthetic backgrounds and surfaces within

the actual workspace.
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